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Abstract
Existing literature identifies non-oﬃcial media as a tool for rulers to
gather information from below. We argue that such media also help identify
threats among elites. Motivated by profit and newsworthiness, partially
free media tend to cover politicians with characters that would interest the
audience. Those characters often stem from activities that challenge implicit
norms of the regime, and therefore are perceived as threats to the power
sharing status quo. We corroborate this argument with evidence from the
Chinese Communist Party’s most recent intra-party election in 2012. We find
candidates that were more frequently covered by various partially free media
received fewer votes from the party congress delegates, and this pattern is
robust after accounting for a series of alternative explanations.
[Word Count: 11,800]
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Introduction

Information scarcity is a key problem that plagues authoritarian elite politics.
Authoritarian elites know little about each others’ intentions, or whether they
would comply with rules or norms that govern intra-elite interactions.1 Such
information paucity causes misunderstanding, intra-elite conflicts, and even coups.2
Extant literature has identified legislatures, elections, and other quasi-democratic
institutions as major channels that mitigate the information problem among ruling
elites; the logic is that by creating venues for open discussion and allowing certain
degrees of political contestation, ruling elites are able to observe other elites’
preferences and behaviors, and preempt potential challenges to the status quo.3
But how do ruling elites detect threats in a regime like China, where even nominally
competitive intra-elite institutions are absent?
In this paper, we propose an argument on how media, especially partially
free media, mitigate the information problem among authoritarian elites. An
emerging literature contends that to learn about their subordinates and subjects,
autocrats strategically permit partial media freedom.4 Partially free media notify
autocrats about local grievances and oﬃcials’ misconducts. Nonetheless, these
media reveal information about high-level oﬃcials as well. Motivated by profit and
newsworthiness, partially free media tend to cover oﬃcials with characters that
would genuinely interest the mass audience. Those newsworthy characters often
stem from oﬃcials’ activities that challenge implicit norms of the regime, many of
which are crucial in maintaining the power sharing among the ruling elites. These
“fire alarms,” 5 we argue, alert ruling elites to potential problem makers among
themselves. State mouthpieces, which report oﬃcials’ activities based on ossified
political hierarchy and routines, however, perform poorly in alleviating information
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deficits within the elite circle.
We test this proposition with candidate-level evidence from an intra-elite
election of the ruling Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in 2012, when the CCP
convened its most recent national congress. At a Party Congress, over 2,000 party
delegates, who hold important positions across all segments of the regime, cast
votes to elect the party’s governing body — the Central Committee. We focus
on the election of alternate Central Committee members — a group of 150 to
180 high-level party elites. Although the process of the conclave remains largely
opaque to the public, the CCP releases names of the elected alternate members
in a descending order of ballots. According to qualitative evidence, the party has
allowed certain degrees of contestation in the elections of Central Committee since
the 1980s, and the party has used the election results to gauge popularity of junior
leaders among the delegates.6 This publicized rank, therefore, constitutes a rare
opportunity for researchers to look into the CCP elites’ preferences and attitudes
on their peers.
To examine potential impacts of media on the election outcome, we construct
an original dataset on media appearances of 171 alternate members elected at
the 18th Party Congress (2012). We measure each member’s appearances across
a wide range of media outlets under various degrees of state control during the
5-year interim before the Congress. These media include the only two mouthpieces
published by the Central Committee (People’s Daily [∫⌘Â•] and Qiushi [B
/] journal), and three representative market-oriented newspaper with less state
control (Southern Metropolis Daily [Wπ˝⇥•], Southern Weekly [Wπh+], and
Beijing News [∞¨•]). We also count alternate members’ name appearances on
Sina Weibo [∞jÆZ] — the Chinese equivalent of Twitter — during the one-year
period prior to the election. To cope with the unique interdependent nature of
rank data, we employ a novel Bayesian rank likelihood model to estimate the
relationship between the election outcome and diﬀerent types of media’s coverage
6
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of candidates.7
We find that oﬃcials who were covered more frequently by partially free media
received fewer ballots from colleagues. For example, a one standard deviation
increase in the number of a candidate’s coverage by Southern Weekly—China’s
benchmark commercialized newspaper—is associated with a nearly 10% reduction
in her vote-ordered rank. Candidates’ coverage by state-controlled media, however,
have no significant correlation with the election results. The result is robust after
accounting for a wide range of alternative explanations, and addressing potential
sources of bias in our data (namely sentiments of social media post, potential
manipulation of ranks, and alternative measures of commercial media coverage).
To check whether the explanatory power of our argument stands beyond a single
and possibly unique party congress, we further collected data of 167 alternate
members elected at the 17th Party Congress (2007) and their coverage by various
media during the 5-year interim before that congress (2002-2007). We observe the
same pattern among alternate members of the 17th CC.
A potential alternative mechanism may also explain the results; in order to
make the cut, politically weaker candidates, who are on the verge of elimination,
might strategically seek media coverage and gain recognition among the public.
Although experiments at this level are infeasible, we exhaust potential measures of
political strengths. Besides conventional measures, namely connection with general
party secretaries, princeling, and party seniority, we control for each oﬃcial’s
connection with every Politburo Standing Committee (PSC) members, segment
within the regime, and administrative rank. After these additional controls are
included, the findings are still consistent with our baseline results. A detailed
case study of Li Xiaopeng, the bottom-ranked alternate member in the 18th CC,
illustrates that oﬃcials who deliberately remain low key could still attract spotlight
in commercial and social media, simply because of their unusual activities that
challenge the political norm.
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It is crucial to distinguish the context of this study from promotion, where
superiors decide their subordinates’ fates. In the empirical setting of this study,
candidates’ ranks were determined by their peers’ votes. Why do CCP elites dislike
peers that receive more attention from partially free media? Through detailed
case studies, we further contend that behaviors that violate implicit norms of the
regime make certain oﬃcials newsworthy in the eyes of non-state media. These
norm-deviating behaviors, however, can be perceived as potential threats to the
power sharing status quo by the peer elites within the CCP regime, where intra-elite
politics are increasingly governed by formalized norms and rules, and where greater
emphasis has been placed on individual elite’s conformity — particularly those
below the paramount level — to the regime norms.8 Consequently, these oﬃcials
receive less support from their fellow elites in the election.
This paper aims to contribute to the growing literature on the role of information in authoritarian politics. As information shortage plaques dictatorships,9
autocrats device various institutions and strategies to gain informational benefits.
Either, they rely on formal institutions, such as elections, legislatures, and party
institutions to facilitate information exchange and transparency among regime
insiders;10 or they control and manipulate media to incapacitate the masses from
organizing themselves,11 and heed information about local problems, which if
allowed to fester, may threaten regime survival.12 Our study suggests that partially
free media also help authoritarian elites detect potential threats from within. Such
information utility becomes particularly crucial in countries like China, where
the size of ruling body is relatively large, and where the intra-elite information
environment is more complicated than those regimes that are governed by only a
handful of elites.
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In the next section, we discuss gaps in the current literature about the
role of media in nondemocracies, and theories of authoritarian power-sharing.
Subsequently, we propose a research design exploiting intra-elite elections in China.
After a brief background summary on the institutional context, we describe our
data and estimation method. We then present our baseline findings and robustness
check results, and discuss potential mechanisms that account for the observed
relationship. The last section concludes the paper and highlights scope conditions
of our findings.

2

Intra-elite Barometer as Well? Partially Free
Media and Authoritarian Institution

While conventional wisdom suggests that authoritarian regimes try their best
to block free press and criticism,13 a bourgeoning literature illustrates a more
nuanced picture. According to recent formal theoretical works, by tolerating
free or partially free media, authoritarian elites are able to gather information
about their subordinates,14 and detect grievances and potential social tensions
at lower levels.15 The strategic value of loosening media censorship yields two
immediate implications. First, unlike in a stereotypical autocracy, a wide range of
media coexists when dictators tolerate a certain degree of media freedom. Oﬃcial
mouthpieces and partially free media (such as commercial newspapers or social
media in more recent years) are juxtaposed in the media marketplace.16 Catering
a broader readership and seeking profit, commercial media report public figures
based on newsworthiness.17 Social media publicize discussions of politicians among
13
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individual users. All of these media are able to convey information to the readers.
Second, political elites do not live in a publicity-free cocoon; besides regular
appearances in oﬃcial mouthpieces, they are inevitably covered and discussed
in partially free commercial and social media. While authoritarian elites collect
information about their subordinates and the masses through these media, they
also pick up signals about their colleagues.
In institutionalized authoritarian regimes, how authoritarian elites respond
to media coverage of their colleagues have profound eﬀects. For ruling elites, the
information on their peers is more important than those about their subordinates or
the masses. In fact, fellow elites originated most of authoritarian breakdowns in the
post-World War II history. The fundamental cause of frequent intra-elite conflicts
lies in the inherent lack of transparency in dictatorships.18 To improve inner-elite
transparency and further perpetuate the authoritarian rule, these regimes often
develop formal power-sharing institutions, such as regular elite meetings, term
limit, and periodic leadership turnover.19 These institutions mitigate the imperfect
information problem by regularizing elite interactions, and by delegating power to
a more selective ruling coalition in a more periodic and formalized manner.20
Yet even in countries like China, where an array of power sharing institutions
are readily in place, the level of “information deficit” among ruling elites is still
considerably high. The complex ruling body, as a result of power sharing, now
consists of thousands of ministers, party secretaries, governors, generals, and
managers of large state-owned enterprises (SOEs), each governing a segment of the
regime at diﬀerent levels and locales. In contrast to the situation where the ruling
circle only consists of a few oligarchs, gaining the full range of knowledge on their
colleagues now becomes an increasingly taxing (and infeasible) job for the elites. In
some extreme cases, the level of information deficit even goes beyond the boldest
imagination of external observers. For example, according to recent Chinese news
18
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reports, Yang Weize, then party secretary of Wuxi — a top-10 industrial and
commercial hub in China — has been totally unknown to Zhou Yongkang (then
domestic security chief who was born and raised in Wuxi), until Zhou’s brother, a
Wuxi native, introduced Yang to Zhou.21 Akin to the scenario in which George
W. Bush has not known the mayor of Houston throughout his presidency, this
vivid example leads us to question the assumption that authoritarian elites would
necessarily have complete or better information regarding members of the ruling
circle. Their ability to detect potential threats from within are limited, even when
many power sharing institutions are already in place.
Partially free media provide the elites with valuable information about their
peers. A small literature has begun to pay attention to the role of mass media in
the information flow within authoritarian elites. According to Shih, junior oﬃcials
might send costly signals of loyalty to their patrons at the central government by
echoing paramount leader’s ideological campaign in local oﬃcial newspapers under
their jurisdictions.22 Using online name search volume as a proxy of oﬃcial’s public
profile, Gueorguiev and Schuler study promotion paths of Chinese and Vietnamese
provincial party secretaries. They find that although oﬃcials with large public
profile normally have a higher chance of promotion, an oversized profile might
jeopardize their prospects of entry into the more selective Politburo or central
posts.23 Nevertheless, how diﬀerent categories of media aﬀect authoritarian elites’
decision at a more micro level still remains unclear. This gap is largely attributed
to the lack of transparency in dictatorships; conventional techniques for studying
the eﬀect of media over political outcome, such as survey and experiment, can
hardly be applied to authoritarian elites.
We argue that coverage and popularity in partially free media help the elites
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identify potential threats among themselves. In an authoritarian regime with
rather equal distribution of power, politics is no longer dominated by the wills
of individual leaders, but is instead governed by numerous institutionalized rules.
Some of these rules are codified on paper, while many others remain as implicit
norms to which the majority of the elites conform. Violation of these implicit
norms might not incur grave consequences in the short run, but would undermine
the common expectation for cooperation formed among the elites, and pose a
threat to the regime stability in the long run. These activities nonetheless are not
self-evident or readily observable. Implicit norms such as collective decision-making,
are also not written rules that can be enforced by disciplinary institutions of the
regime or any third party arbitrator (which is absent in autocracies). Oﬃcial
mouthpieces turn out to be performing poorly in detecting these boundary-crossing
activities that fall in the grey zones. They either follow a rigid routine of reporting
apparatchiks in respect of party hierarchy, or focus on specific elites based on
incumbent leaders’ own judgments.
Partially free media, however, are capable of signaling out-of-norm activities to
other elites. Driven by profit-seeking incentives or social media users’ interests, nonstate media rarely cover or discuss stereotypical poker-face authoritarian oﬃcials.
In contrast, political elites with out-of-norm behaviors draw attention of both
commercial media reporters and social media users. These politicians are thus able
to stimulate more coverage by commercial media and discussions in social media.
Responding to these signals, authoritarian elites are less willing to place trust in
their widely covered fellows. We test this argument in the context of the Chinese
Communist Party’s intra-elite election.

8
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Research Design: Media Popularity and Intraelite Election in China

3.1

Election of Alternate Members of Central Committee
in the CCP

Our dependent variable is rank of votes received by alternate members of the 18th
CCP Central Committee, who were elected at the most recent Party Congress in
2012. Widely regarded as the selectorate of the CCP leadership,24 the CCP Central
Committee (CC) is the de jure highest body of the CCP during the five-year
interim of two party congresses. Alternate members, self-evident in its name, are
“waitlisted” for the Central Committee. When there is a vacancy in the CC (either
due to death in oﬃce or dismissal of a CC full member) during the interim, an
alternate member will be admitted into the CC. The sequence of admission is
based on alternate member’s rank on the “waiting list,” which is determined by
the number of votes they received at the Party Congress. Since the early-1980s,
alternate members have served as a reserve pool of future top leaders; almost every
member of the top-level Politburo Standing Committee served as an alternate
CC member 15 to 20 year before she reaches the summit. The seats of alternate
members usually range from 150 to 180 (slightly fewer than the number of full
members); the 18th CC has 171 alternate members.25
The “electorate” of the alternate members is delegates of the National Party
Congress. Among the 2,300 delegate (out of 82.6 million party members) attending
the 18th Party Congress, about 70% of the delegates are cadres who hold decisionmaking positions in various segments of the regime. The cadre delegates include
not only those from the key government, party, and military posts, but also elites
who are in charge of SOEs, social organizations, and less commonly, large private
24
25
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firms.26 The remaining 30% are those from “the frontline of work and production.”
A large number of them are lower-level bureaucrats at the local level.27 Overall,
the body of the delegates is a good representation of medium-to-high level elites
within Party’s all-encompassing Nomenklatura hierarchy. Given the enormous
size of the CCP and population of China, both the alternate members and their
electorate (the Party Congress Delegates) are among an extremely selective portion
of political elites in China (see Table 1).
Table 1: Sizes of the CCP hierarchies, relative to the population, 2012.
Political Hierarchy
Size
Notes
Politburo Standing Committee
(PSC) Members

7

Full CC Members
(including the Politburo)

205

rank based on number of strokes
of each member’s surname

Alternate CC Members

171

rank based on the number of votes
received from the delegates

Delegates of the Party Congress

2,270

the electorate ("voters") of the
full and alternate CC members

CCP Membership

82.6 million

Population of China

1.35 billion

The election of alternate members is semi-competitive. While the delegates
can only choose from a candidates slate carefully handpicked by the party’s central
leadership, a small fraction of the nominated candidates eventually fail to be
26
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elected.28 As a legacy of liberalization in the 1980s, the diﬀerence between the
seats and number of the candidates is mandated by the Party Constitution to
showcase “intra-party democracy.” At the 18th Party Congress, 171 out of the 190
nominated candidates for alternate members were elected.29 At the 17th Party
Congress (2007) and the 16th (2002), 167 out of 183 candidates and 158 out of 167
were elected respectively.30
More importantly, the CCP releases a list of elected alternate members to the
public after the election. The elected alternate members are ranked in a descending
order by the number of votes they received from the delegates.31 This rank, as
discussed earlier, determines the order of admission into the Central Committee
if there is any vacancy during the interim. The vote-based rank of the elected
alternate members — who constitute the overwhelming majority of the candidates
— provides a rare opportunity to examine delegates’ revealed preference on a more
selective group of party elites. We do not have access to the vote-based rank for
the small group of “defeated” candidates; yet as they only constitute 10% of the
whole slate, the selection bias is minimal.
One reasonable concern on quality of the data is that the Politburo Standing
Committee (PSC) members or other party elders might manipulate the rank, and
the election is ceremonial.32 At the risk of being an authoritarian party’s advocate,
28
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we argue that such concerns are hardly relevant in our context based on following
reasons. First, qualitative evidence shows that during the post-Mao era, party
leadership sends stringent guideline or instructions to delegates over issues such as
composition of full CC members, rather than election of alternate members. While
rank of votes has been exploited by Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping a few times
to humiliate rivals, such practice no longer exist since the mid-1980s as massive
purges are abandoned and paramount leaders have become first among equals.33
According to Wu Guoguang, an academic who worked closely with former party
general secretary Zhao Ziyang, the party leadership have greater concerns about
compositions of the Politburo and the PSC. Since only full CC members are eligible
to be selected into the Politburo, senior party leaders have manipulated nomination
and election of full CC members. There is no evidence substantiating manipulation
of alternate CC member election since 1982.34
Second, from a rational perspective, there is little incentive for party leaders
(often PSC members) to put an alternate member in a higher rank, because the rank
per se is hardly linked to any tangible power or benefits. Being ranked at 24th does
not grant an alternate member more power than another lower-ranked alternate
33
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member, say, who is ranked at 152nd. In long term, higher-ranked alternate CC
members do not have better prospect for promotion or career advancement either.35
The only exception might apply to members who are ranked at the very top (i.e.,
the first 4 or 5 slots). Members at these slots have a substantial chance of being
admitted to the CC, because number of vacancies in the CC during the interim
rarely exceeds 5. Drawing on our dataset of all past and present CCP Central
Committee members, on average only 4.4 alternate members were admitted into
the CC (as a result of vacancies in CC) during each of the interims between the
five party congresses from 1987 to 2012.36 If one of the party’s top leaders indeed
manipulated the rank in favor of her own followers, such manipulations were only
likely to take place in the first several slots. However, such a powerful leader
probably could directly send her followers into the CC, instead of putting them at
the top of a waiting list. That said, we modify the rank in the robustness tests
by assuming such manipulation does exist, and see whether the pattern of results
change significantly from the ones using the original rank.
Finally, interviews and historical anecdotes suggest that since the late-1980s,
delegates have exploited the election of alternate CC members (and sometimes
full CC members) to express discontent. Unpopular candidates have either been
voted out or ranked at the bottom. According to our interviews with two scholars
connected to the party’s inner circle, while party leaders indeed control who
would appear on the ballot, delegates do have the freedom to choose candidates
on the ballot. They have repeatedly used their votes to embarrass unpopular
candidates such as Li Xiaopeng, who were ranked at the bottom in the 18th
Central Committee (2012).37 The most famous case is Deng Liqun’s defeat during
the 13th Party Congress (1987). Widely regarded as China’s Mikhail Suslov and
35
36
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favored by several conservative party elders, Deng Liqun was a serious contender
for a seat in the Politburo before the Congress. Yet he was defeated in both full
CC member and alternate member elections, as liberal delegates were reluctant to
support an ideologue.38 Meanwhile, Zhu Houze, a liberal candidate and a protégé
of Zhao Ziyang, also failed in both elections because of mobilization of conservative
delegates. At the 14th Party Congress (1992), two candidates endorsed by senior
party leaders, Xiao Yang, and Yu Zhengsheng, failed the full CC member election,
and received low numbers of votes in the election of alternate CC members.39
In sum, the election of alternate members provides a rare opportunity to
examine revealed preferences of the selective 2,300 Party Congress delegates on the
candidate slate of alternate central committee members. The results of the election
reflect how party elites view their more selective fellows. We use the ballot-based
order of all alternate members at the 18th Party Congress (2012) as our main
dependent variable.

3.2

Media Appearances of Alternate CC Members

The existing theory on media in nondemocracies suggests that dictators tolerate
partially free media in certain conditions. This prediction matches the media
landscape in China, where media with various degrees of censorship or control by
the party-state coexist.40 We select representative media across three major categories: oﬃcial mouthpieces (People’s Daily and Qiushi ), partially free commercial
media (Southern Metropolis Daily, Southern Weekly, and Beijing News), and social
media (Sina Weibo). They vary greatly in state-imposed restrictions of individual
appearances. Subsequently, we collect appearances of each candidate members
in these outlets. To minimize measurement errors, we also employ Google search
38
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volumes as an alternative measure of appearances in partially free media in our
robustness checks.
The only two party mouthpieces published by the Central Committee, People’s
Daily and Qiushi (“Seeking Truth”) journal are two major state-controlled outlets
in China. People’s Daily is the directly-administered organ of the CCP Central
Committee. In general, news reports of People’s Daily do not carry personalistic
traits when they mention alternate members. Despite being ranked as the most
widely circulated newspaper in China, People’s Daily is mainly mandatorily subscribed by branches of the party-state apparatus and state-funded institutions.
The reports of People’s Daily thus do not seek to meet general readers’ interests.
Instead, the paper follows a strict and ossified routine of coverage based on the
party hierarchy. The reports primarily cover public activities of the party leadership and the Party’s achievements in diﬀerent parts of the country. One infamous
example of its irresponsiveness is the front page of People’s Daily on September 12,
2001. The headline news of that day was not the terrorist attack, but Jiang Zemin,
then General Secretary of the CCP and President of China, igniting the torch
of the 9th National Games.41 Senior oﬃcials, including the alternate members,
usually appear collectively when they are reported attending formal conferences or
ceremonies. Even if a senior oﬃcial is reported alone, the coverage does not carry
personal messages.
Qiushi is the oﬃcial bi-weekly theoretical journal of the CCP Central Committee. It publishes “theoretical” article on the “governing philosophies of the party.”
Most of the authors and readers are middle- and high-level cadres of the regime.42
In fact, most articles echo ideological campaigns launched by the party leadership.
41
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Many of the authors were invited by the editorial board or even party leadership
to publish an article. Because of its prestigious status within the regime, senior
CCP oﬃcials (including the alternate members) are eager to publish in Qiushi ;
the turnaround time varies from six weeks to half a year. As most articles are
solely authored, one’s publication record in Qiushi is highly valued by observers
as an indicator of within-party status.43 According to our search results, none of
the articles authored by alternate members express personal or dissident views;
instead, they mostly adhere to the general party line.
Although with slightly diﬀerent focuses, People’s Daily and Qiushi signal
little personal information besides one’s position within the party hierarchy. We
count the number of appearances of each alternate member in People’s Daily and
Qiushi during the 5-year interim between the 17th and 18th Party Congresses.44
We choose 5-year sums for following reasons. First, if the two mouthpieces indeed
tend to cover more on oﬃcials favored by the Party leadership, such tendency
should be observed through cumulated number of reports over a longer period of
time. Second, a 5-year sum helps us smooth out abnormal noises in any single year
due to unexpected events.45
Commercial media in China are less frequently intervened by the state in
terms of reporting. Comparing to state mouthpieces, commercial newspapers
receive little funding from the government, and face fierce competition in the
market. As they rely on market sales and advertising revenue to survive, these
papers largely cater to interests of mass readership.46 We choose three most
representative market-oriented newspapers across China; Southern Metropolis
43

“ ‘Qiushi’ zazhi ruhe kanfa lingdaoren de wenzhang: xiang zongshuji yuegao (How Does “Qiushi”
Journal Publish Leaders’ Articles: Invite the General Secretary to Write an Essay)," 8 May,

44

2014, Southern Weekly.
We define the 5-year interim as the period between October 23, 2007 (the day immediately
after the 17th Party Congress) and November 7, 2012 (the day before the 18th Party Congress).

This rule also applies to other 5-year measures.
More methodological details about data collection can be found in the Appendix.
46
Stockmann 2013.
45
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Daily, Southern Weekly, and Beijing News. Both owned by Southern Media Group,
Southern Metropolis Daily and Southern Weekly are the most widely circulated
commercial metropolitan newspaper (excluding local tabloids) and commercial
national newspaper respectively.47 Historically tied to Southern Media Group,
Beijing News has been more frequently intervened by the state.48 Nonetheless,
these commercial newspapers are still under inspection of local party propaganda
department. They rarely criticize senior oﬃcials at the level of alternate Central
Committee members. In these outlets, we did not find any explicit criticisms
toward alternate members during the entire observational period.
It is worth noting that there is not a New-York-Times-like nationwide and
authoritative commercial newspaper in China. Each of the three newspapers has
several limitations. Even though the website of Southern Metropolis Daily has
nationwide influence, the printed version is only permitted to circulate in Southern
China. Despite being circulated nationally, Southern Weekly only publishes long
featured stories and intensive interviews. Beijing News’s circulation mainly covers
Northern China, and it has been more frequently intervened by the state throughout
recent years. Because none of them matches all criteria of an ideal nationwide
partially free newspaper, we choose three newspapers rather than one, and fit
baseline models with each of them separately. We count name appearances for
each alternate member in the 5-year interim in these three newspapers respectively,
and run baseline model with each measurement (one paper a time) to minimize
arbitrariness. Since we cannot exhaust all partially free newspapers in China, we
47

Local tabloids, or known as “evening news” in China, rarely cover political news. Some figures
suggest Global Times as the top circulated commercial national newspaper in China. But
under auspices of People’s Daily, Global Times only covers international news and issues about

48

foreign relations.
Founded by Southern Media Group in late 2003, Beijing News was an attempt of expanding
market share in Northern China. Yet its reputation of being critical toward the government
has been cut short by a series of state intervention on its editorial board. See Pan 2008.
According to reader surveys, it is less critical to the government, compared to the other two
Guangzhou-based newspapers. See Stockmann 2013, 71.
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employ Google News search volumes (which is mainly composed of appearances in
commercial papers) in our robustness checks.
Name/category of Media

State Control Restrictions on Individual Appearances

People’s Daily
Qiushi
Commercial Papers
Social Media

High
High
Medium
Low

High
High to Medium
Medium
Low

We also develop a measurement of oﬃcials’ appearance in social media, which is
under even less state control comparing to commercial papers. We count number of
times each alternate member is mentioned on Sina Weibo — the Chinese equivalent
of Twitter — which had over 500 million registered users and 46 million daily active
users by the end of 2012. Relying on the technical support by Crimson Hexagon
ForSight — a platform founded by Gary King that provides analytic service for
social media data — we are able to document the number of times each alternate
member’s name was mentioned in a Weibo entry during the one-year period prior
to the election (November 8, 2011 - November 7, 2012).49 The real-time monitoring
feature of the platform allows us to account for name appearances in the reposts
(akin to retweets), and capture entries that were later deleted by human censors.50
Because of the exponential growing pattern of social media posts and reposts,51
49

50

Sina Weibo launched its first beta version in August 2009, and gained popularity mainly in
2010. The platform started to collect real-time Weibo entry data from October 2011.
There might be one concern of systematic measurement error; besides manual censorship,
researchers find automated review as an alternative form of Internet censorship in China. If a
social media website has an automated review mechanism, once there is a blacklisted word or
phrase in the post, an automated review is triggered. Then the post is put into a “limbo” and an
administrator will determine whether the post is appropriate for publication (or deletion) within
24 hours. Because the posts in the limbo are not published online, even real-time monitoring
cannot capture these posts. In this case, selection bias might be a concern. Automated review,
however, relies heavily on content filtering and keyword matching techniques, which are both
notoriously ineﬃcient. As a result, popular and privately-owned social media, such as Sina

Weibo, rarely uses automated review. See King, Pan and Roberts 2014. Therefore, selection
51

bias is not a relevant concern for the real-time captured Weibo entries.
Kwak et al. 2010.
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we measure magnitude of each alternate member’s social media popularity by
performing log-transformation of their name appearances.

3.3

Hypotheses

Combining our argument with the information on the empirical setting, we derive
the following testable hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1. Candidates who are covered more frequently in less state-controlled
media (commercial papers and social media) have lower vote-based ranks.
Hypothesis 2. Candidates’ appearances on the state-controlled media are not
associated with their vote-ordered ranks.

3.4

Control Variables

While our dependent variable, the vote-based rank, postdated the media measures,
we still need to account for other factors that might also explain the variations in
our dependent variable. The foremost concern is that politically weaker candidates
might strategically seek out media coverage to increase their chance of advancement. Existing literature suggests that connections with top CCP leaders are the
main source of political strength, and have profound influence on elite’s political
advancement.52 To account for this possibility, we control for each candidate’s
factional ties with the past, incumbent, and incoming CCP leaders. We follow
Shih, Adolph and Liu’s approach, and operationalize factional ties with living top
party leaders (Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao, and Xi Jinping) by examining whether the
candidates and the leader were born in the same place, went to the same institute
of higher education, and worked together in the same bureaucracy within two
administrative steps from each other.53 We also control for other potential sources
of political strength, such as each candidate’s seniority within the party (years
52
53

Bo 2007; Shih 2008a; Shih, Adolph and Liu 2012.
We also conduct a series of robustness checks which control for other potential sources of
political strength in the CCP. Results are reported in the Appendix.
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of party membership), the number of times she has been elected as an alternate
member, and whether she is a princeling (whether the member is directly related
to a former or incumbent senior oﬃcial in the regime). We also control for a series
of variables such as education (whether the oﬃcial obtains college or graduate
degree), gender (whether the alternate member is female), and ethnicity (dummy
for ethnic minority members).

3.5

Estimation Method: Bayesian Partial Rank Likelihood

Our choice of dependent variable poses two immediate challenges in statistical
inference. First, most conventional regression estimators assume that observations
are identically and independently distributed (iid.), while rank data are not. The
chance of an observation being ranked at a particular place depends highly on other
observations (i.e., someone’s chance of being ranked at the first place is reduced to
0 if the slot is already taken by another member). Thus the use of conventional
estimators, such as linear regression or ordered probit, on rank data would yield
incorrect estimations. Second, ranks might be only partially observable if we relax
the assumption that every rank is accurately observed. As noted earlier, a handful
of top-ranked alternate members’ vote-based ranks might be manipulated. In this
case, we are only certain about their rough rather than exact positions. Thus the
ranks might not inform us the true order of each member’s votes, but only their
upper and lower bounds (i.e. their tiers). Conventional methods perform poorly
when part of the order cannot be explicitly observed.
In order to tackle those challenges, we employ a relatively novel alternative to
regular estimators. Proposed by Adolph, the Bayesian partial rank likelihood has
been successfully applied by Shih, Adolph and Liu to examine partially observable
rank data.54 In short, Bayesian rank likelihood method links each rank with a latent
number of votes, and subsequently employ Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
simulation to estimate a series of models on the vote-based ranks.55
54
55

Adolph 2011; Shih, Adolph and Liu 2012.
More details can be found in the Appendix. For information about Bayesian rank likelihood,
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4

Results and Discussion

4.1

The Overall Pattern

Figure 1 presents a simple bivariate relationship between our outcome and explanatory variables. The 171 candidates are ranked from top to bottom, according to
descending order of ballots. The frequencies of their appearances in various media
are shown in colored bands, with darker one indicating more mentionings. Two
patterns are readily observable from the plot. First, members who are frequently
mentioned in commercial newspapers and social media are more likely to be at the
lower half of the vote-based rank. Second, diﬀerent types of media outlets diﬀer in
their reporting. Members that are more frequently covered by the state-controlled
media do not necessarily receive the same amount of attention from non-state
media.

4.2

Baseline Results

In order to test the hypotheses, we oﬀer several diﬀerent specifications of Bayesian
rank likelihood model, and present marginal eﬀects of appearance in each category
of media. Each of them features the mouthpiece newspaper (People’s Daily), the
oﬃcial theoretical journal (Qiushi ), one of the three commercial media, and the
Weibo post volume. We also include the aforementioned range of controls for
personal characteristics in each model.
The parameters for Bayesian partial rank likelihood are notoriously diﬃcult to
interpret. Following King, Tomz and Wittenberg, we interpret our models by using
conditional expectations and first diﬀerence for counterfactual scenarios.56 We
hold all characteristics of a member at their means and only change one variable
of interest, and see how her rank diﬀer (in terms of percentile) from an average
member (with 95% Bayesian credible intervals). It is important to note that due
see Hoﬀ 2008. For advantages of Bayesian partial rank likelihood over conventional estimators
(from OLS to ranked ordered probit), see Adolph 2011.
See King, Tomz and Wittenberg 2000.
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Figure 1: Candidates’ appearances in various media, darker band suggests more
mentions. Candidates are ranked from top to bottom according to descending
order of ballots.
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to the interdependent nature of rank data, the simulation of expected rank not
only depends on the hypothetical characteristic of an individual member, but also
on the characteristics of all observed members in the sample.57
Change in Percentage of Rank (comparing to an average member): 1 sd above average count
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Figure 2: Marginal eﬀects of more reports in People’s Daily, more authored articles
in Qiushi, more coverage in Southern Metropolis Daily, and higher popularity on
Weibo, on an alternate member’s vote-based rank.
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Figure 3: Marginal eﬀects of more reports in People’s Daily, more authored articles
in Qiushi, more coverage in Southern Weekly, and higher popularity on Weibo, on
an alternate member’s vote-based rank.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 illustrate marginal eﬀects of three categories of media,
while we use one of three representative commercial newspapers in each model.
Consistent with the first hypothesis, Weibo volume has a consistent negative
57

Shih, Adolph and Liu 2012.
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Change in Percentage of Rank (comparing to an average member): 1 sd above average count
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Figure 4: Marginal eﬀects of more reports in People’s Daily, more authored articles
in Qiushi, more coverage in Beijing News, and higher popularity on Weibo, on an
alternate member’s vote-based rank.
impact on number of votes garnered by an alternate member; moving one standard
deviation upward in logged Weibo volume leads to a 10-15% of decrease in the vote
rank comparing to an average member’s. As commercial newspapers receive an
intermediate level of intervention from the government, they yield a less consistent
negative eﬀect on the ballots. Coverage in Southern Weekly, which only publishes
long feature articles and stories, is more detrimental to an elite’s image among the
peers. The negative eﬀect of being covered by Southern Metropolis Daily is slightly
weaker. It is not surprising that the negative eﬀect of Beijing News coverage is not
significant, as we already know that compared to the other two, it has been more
closely scrutinized and censored by the Party Propaganda apparatus.
As the second hypothesis predicts, coverage of the two mouthpieces is not
associated with an alternate member’s vote rank. The credible intervals for People’s
Daily are particularly large. This result speaks well to the unique “journalistic”
style of the paper; it follows a rigid routine by reporting oﬃcials based on their
ranks in the party. As most of the candidates hold the same rank (deputy provincial
governor or minister), they share similar publicity on People’s Daily. Meanwhile,
more publications in Qiushi do not yield a significantly positive marginal eﬀects of
alternate member’s votes either.
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4.3

Robustness Checks

4.3.1

Content of Weibo Posts

So far we have been using the number of candidate’s appearances across various
media in our analysis. One may naturally question whether the content of these
appearances, particularly if they are positively or negatively associated with the
candidates, might have an eﬀect on the outcome. It is possible that candidates
with a large number of media appearances happen to be those who are widely
criticized, and the party delegates withhold their votes for these candidates due to
the candidates’ herostratic fame.
This is unlikely the case in the context of this study. As we noted earlier,
although commercial papers enjoy a higher degree of freedom in their reporting,
comparing to the state mouthpieces, they are still subject to the control of local
Party propaganda department. The propaganda department does not only have the
power to decide which particular news to kill, but also have a say in the personnel
of the papers.58 Publicly criticizing an oﬃcial at the level of alternate member is
definitely beyond the tolerance of local propaganda department. In fact, in our
data, we do not find a single case in which an alternate member’s appearance on a
commercial paper is related to an explicit criticism.
Weibo users, on the other hand, are not under the same level of control. There
are indeed many discussions on high-level oﬃcials, both positive and negative.
Distinguishing these posts by hand, however, is logistically infeasible. Instead, we
rely on the sentiment analysis performed by the Crimson Hexagon ForSight to see
what percentages of a candidate’s posts are positive, neutral, or negative.59 We
58

For example, founded by Southern Media Group in late 2003, Beijing News was an attempt of
expanding market share in Northern China. Yet its reputation of being critical toward the state
has been cut short by a series of state intervention on its editorial board. Its sister newspaper,

Southern Metropolis Daily and Southern Weekly, have also been repeatedly intervened by
the provincial propaganda department, because of their critical reports on junior government
59

oﬃcials. See Pan 2008.
The sentiment analysis uses supervised machine learning. Our manual checks of the posts
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The Effect of Different Types of Weibo Entries
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Figure 5: Content of social media posts are not associated with alternate members’
votes: marginal eﬀects of positive, neutral, and negative Weibo posts.
then use each of the three types of Weibo posts and re-run our baseline models. As
shown in Figure 5, we do not find notable diﬀerence across three types. Candidates
with more positive Weibo entries are ranked lower just as those with more negative
or neutral entries. In other words, negative publicity in social media per se does
not lead to fewer votes.
4.3.2

Potential Rank Manipulation?

As we highlighted in the background section, the CCP senior leaders in the Politburo
Standing Committee (PSC) have little incentive to manipulate the rank in favor of
any particular member. The most persuasive reason is that the rank itself is not
tied to any tangible benefits or power. The only exception is perhaps the first few
slots, as members ranked in these places are among the first to be admitted into
the CC when there are vacancies. Top leaders, therefore, might purposefully place
their followers into the top “waitlisted” positions. Assuming the rank we observe is
a result of such ex post manipulation, we test our models to see if the results still
hold after “eliminating” such presumed manipulation.
First, we need to estimate the potential scope of such manipulation. Drawing
from our data set on all past and present full and alternate Central Committee
members, since the 13th Party Congress (1987, when elderly revolutionaries have
confirm that the sentiment analysis is fairly accurate and consistent.
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mostly retired from the CC), on average only 4.4 alternate members became full
member during 5-year interim as result of vacancies in the CC (death or dismissal
of CC members). This suggests that if manipulation does exist, it is likely to
take place in the first five slots. Placing a member after the 5th place (say 6th),
makes little diﬀerence from letting him remain at her original place (say 97th).
In both cases she probably would never have the chance of being admitted into
the CC before the next Party Congress. To check whether our results hold after
adjusting for such presumed manipulation, we assume the worst possible scenario;
the members currently ranked at the top 5 were all originally ranked at the bottom.
If our results still hold under this most extreme situation, we are more confident
that our results would stand if those members’ ballots were actually ranked around
the intermediate range. We reorganize the rank by moving the first 5 observations
to the bottom of the rank, and assigning each of them an implicit (unobservable)
rank, coupled with observable upper and lower bounds (167 and 171).
Figure 6 compares marginal eﬀects of interested variables before (top) and after
(bottom) we adjust for presumed “manipulation”. The results do not deviate from
the pattern in our baselines. Oﬃcial mouthpiece’s coverage is still not significantly
correlated with the rank. Appearances in social media and commercial newspapers,
however, are systematically linked to lower ranks (For other results, see Figure 8
and 9 in Appendix).
4.3.3

Broader Factional Measures

Even though we have controlled for the major source of latent political strength
in the CCP, namely factional connection with past, present, and incoming party
paramount leaders, some readers might still question the validity of our findings
because of the potential omitted variable bias. Appearances in partially free media
might be inversely correlated with alternate members’ latent political strengths
within the party. Weaker elites may attempt to gain recognition among the public
by seeking publicity, so they would make the cut into the exclusive group of
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alternate CC members.
To further address the concern of omitted variable bias, we collect all alternate
members’ factional connections with PSC members of the 17th Central Committee,
who comprised the top decision-making body in the CCP between 2007 and 2012,
and fit the variable into baseline models. Allegedly, fellow PSC members are the
most powerful political actors in China along with the party general secretary.
Constructions of factional connections are consistent with the way we measure
factional ties with past, incumbent, and incoming paramount leaders in baseline
models.60
As Figure 7, 8, and 9 illustrate, estimates are still consistent with our expectation after controlling for broader factional ties. More mentionings on Sina
Weibo have are negatively correlated with number of votes an alternate member
garners across all specifications. Once we control for factional ties with other PSC
members, the association between appearances in commercial newspapers and
number of votes becomes slightly weaker. Still, those appear more often inSouthern
Weekly, the flagship non-oﬃcial national newspaper, have a significant disadvantage
in the election of alternate CC members. The marginal eﬀect of connections with
other PSC members is insignificant.
4.3.4

Testing the Hypotheses with the 2007 (17th Party Congress)
Data

An additional concern with our research design is that the alternate members of
the 18th CCP Central Committee might be fundamentally diﬀerent from alternate
members of previous CCs. Empirically, it is more challenging to test our argument
in previous Central Committees. First, most commercial newspapers in China
emerge in the 1990s.61 Moreover, they are not available in any digital and searchable
database until the early 2000s. Second, social media with national stature in China

60
61

Shih, Adolph and Liu 2012.
Stockmann 2013.
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Change in Percentage of Rank (comparing to an average member): 1 sd above average count
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Figure 6: Manipulation assumption: marginal eﬀects of more reports in People’s
Daily, more coverage in Southern Weekly, and higher popularity on Weibo, on an
alternate member’s voting rank.
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Figure 7: Controlling for factional ties with other PSC members: marginal eﬀects
of more reports in People’s Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage
in Southern Metropolis Daily, and higher popularity on Weibo, on an alternate
member’s vote-based rank.
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Change in Percentage of Rank (comparing to an average member): 1 sd above average count
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Figure 8: Controlling for factional ties with other PSC members: marginal eﬀects
of more reports in People’s Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage
in Southern Weekly, and higher popularity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s
vote-based rank.
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Figure 9: Controlling for factional ties with other PSC members: marginal eﬀects of
more reports in People’s Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage in
Beijing News, and higher popularity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s vote-based
rank.
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has not emerged until 2009.62 Before that, Chinese social media are fragmented;
they either only cater local communities, or target niche groups with the same
hobbies or lifestyles.63 Therefore, collecting appearances across wide range of media
is less feasible for the alternate members of previous CCP Central Committees.
Still, we are able to test our argument imperfectly among the alternate
members who were elected at the 17th CCP National Congress (2007). Although
there was no nationwide social media, we collect their appearances in the same
three commercial newspapers (Southern Metropolis Daily, Southern Weekly, and
Beijing News) along with two state media (People’s Daily, and Qiushi ) during the
pre-congress 5-year interim.64
The Effect of Alternate Member's Media Appearance in the 17th Party Congress Election
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Figure 10: The argument also applies to the alternate members elected in 2007:
marginal eﬀects of more coverage in commercial newspapers.
Figure 10 in the Appendix illustrates the general pattern among alternate
members of the 17th Central Committee between 2002 and 2007; it is consistent
with those of the 18th Central Committee. Alternate members who appear more
often in commercial newspapers generally receive fewer votes. Subsequently, we
run the same Bayesian rank likelihood models on their vote-based ranks (except
not including Sina Weibo appearances). As Figure 10 shows, alternate members
62

Sullivan 2012.
King, Pan and Roberts 2013.
64
Consistent with the way we define the 5-year interim before the 18th CCP Congress, the 5-year
63

interim before the 17th CCP Congress is defined as the period between November 15, 2002
(the day after the commencement of the 16th CCP National Congress) and October 15, 2007
(the day right before the opening of the 18th Party Congress).
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who appear more often in commercial newspapers were more likely to receive fewer
votes from the delegates.
4.3.5

Additional Tests

To further dispel concerns of the omitted variable bias, we make one step farther
from the literature by controlling for types and ranks of candidates’ positions held
at the year of election. We have also conducted additional analyses in which we
construct a more exhaustive measure of appearances in commercial media and
assume multiple candidates might share the same number of votes. Since most
commercial papers are based in more developed coastal cities, we also further
control for elites who have worked in coastal regions. None of them, however,
produce results that are notably diﬀerent from what we observe in the baseline.
We report additional robustness checks in the Appendix.

4.4

Discussion

As we have substantiated, for candidates of the alternate CC members, more
coverage by non-state media is associated with less support from their colleagues
in the election. In this section, we discuss what makes an oﬃcial newsworthy in
the eyes of non-state media, and why other elites do not prefer these oﬃcials.
Institutionalized authoritarian states are characterized by rules that govern
the behaviors and interactions of the elites. While some of the rules are codified in
the form of constitution and laws, other norms, abode by the majority of the elites,
remain implicit. Since the death of Mao, the CCP regime has embraced power
decentralization to ensure that the party elites would not suﬀer from a powerful
dictator. A series of changes, such as the abolishment of personal cult, emphasis
on collective leadership, and establishment of age limit for retirement, have been
adopted or recognized as norms at diﬀerent levels of the government.65
With two detailed case studies, we contend that non-state media are more
65

Manion 1993; Shirk 1993; Nathan 2003.
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likely to cover oﬃcials whose behavior challenges the implicit norms of the party.
Their out-of-norm behaviors or characteristics distinguish them from poker-faced
oﬃcials who appear regularly on state-media, and make their stories newsworthy in
the eyes of non-state media. Two useful archetypes among the alternate members
of the 18th CCP Central Committee are Qiu He and Li Xiaopeng (ranked at
the bottom two). They diﬀer dramatically in personal backgrounds and political
strengths; yet they were both intensely covered by partially free media, because of
their diﬀerent out-of-norm behaviors.
Then party secretary of the poor prefecture-level city of Suqian, Jiangsu
(2001-06), Qiu He first gained national fame when he appeared on the front page
of Southern Weekly in 2004. Before that his name was almost unheard of in the
rest of China. Born in a poor peasant’ family, he drew attention of Southern
Weekly reporters because he was way more powerful than a normal local party
chief.66 While a party secretary is supposed to make decision together with her
colleagues, Qiu single-handedly push a series of controversial reforms forward,
including privatizing all local public schools and hospitals, sending one third of
subordinate oﬃcials to explore investment projects, and disciplining colleagues by
fining on tardiness.67 The long featured story immediately attracted over 20,000
posts in the website of Southern Weekly.68 Since then the name of Qiu He has
become the synonym of extremely aggressive oﬃcial in both commercial media
and public discourse of China; he has been closely scrutinized by non-oﬃcial media
66

Readers who are familiar with Qiu’s background may note that he was also frequently reported
by CCTV (the national state-run TV system) around 2004. But it is worth noting that he
was only reported by the newly-founded “Jiaodian fangtan” (Focus Report), one of the most

67

68

commercialized primetime program in CCTV.
See “Zuifu zhengyi de shiwei shuji (The Most Controversial Party Secretary of City),” Nanfang
zhoumo (Southern Weekly), 5 February, 2004. http://www.infzm.com/content/31464/0.
See “Jiangsu Suqian shiwei shoji Qiu He - Gexinghua shizheng yinfa zhengyi (Qiu He, the
Party Secretary of Suqian, Jiangsu, Causes Controversy because of Personalistic Governance),”

Nanfang zhoumo (Southern Weekly), 31 December, 2004. http://news.sina.com.cn/c/
2004-12-31/10415385619.shtml.
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until his fall in 2015.
Although Qiu’s unorthodox activities have challenged many implicit norms of
the party, they were mostly in the grey zones of formal party rules or laws. His
charismatic leadership style that challenged collective leadership at local levels,
together with his radical policies, did not violate any formal rules on paper. Oﬃcial
mouthpieces thus have largely remained silent on Qiu’s activities. Qiu’s appearances
in People’s Daily during the five-year period before the party congress were around
the average. Qiu was removed from the oﬃce in early 2015, under the charge of
corruption. Many China media (including oﬃcial mouthpieces), however, attribute
his fall from grace to his unconventional governing methods with belated wisdom.69
While Qiu earned more attention from non-oﬃcial media because of his
unorthodox governing style, Li Xiaopeng has been frequently covered because of his
unusual promotion trajectories. Eldest son of former premier Li Peng (1987-1998),
Li Xiaopeng switched his job from the CEO of China Huaneng Group (a major
state-owned electricity firm) into vice governor of Shanxi in 2008. Transferring
one’s career from business to politics, as what Li did, is extremely rare even among
princelings. It signals the intention of the Li family to retain influences in politics,
even long after Li Peng’s retirement from politics in 2002. Yet the challenged party
norms are again implicit; there is no written party rule or laws specifying the limits
of a retired leader’s involvement in politics.
Li Xiaopeng’s case is illuminating in many ways. Before his unprecedented
promotion, like many princelings that run specialized SOEs or private business,
Li was able to be oﬀ the radar screens of the public. During his years in Shanxi,
unlike Qiu, Li has carefully performed his duty just like an average governor. His
appearances in the oﬃcial mouthpieces are even below average (Li appeared 6
times in People’s Daily and 0 time on its front page between 2007 and 2012, while
an average candidate appeared 15.9 and 2.7 times respectively). Despite Li’s eﬀort
69

Many oﬃcial papers and websites reprinted a column piece (written by a journalist from a
commercial newspaper in Hebei) associating Qiu’s fall with aggressive governance beyond his
duty. See http://cpc.people.com.cn/n/2015/0316/c78779-26698142.html.
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to remain low-key, commercial papers and social media users devote a great amount
of enthusiasm to every aspect of his personal and public life after his transfer. Even
a regular trip to grocery store triggered heated discussions on social media and
numerous reports by commercial papers.

70

A cautious reader might question why elites would need non-oﬃcial media to
get such information. Should the elites be able to learn the political ambition of the
Li family even without the help of partially free media? This might not necessarily
be the case in the context of China. As we illustrate in the theory section, even
today, the level of information deficit among the elites is still considerably high,
as the ruling body consists of thousands of members. Many of the elites do
not know each other, let alone detect out-of-norm behaviors that are often not
readily observable. The absence of partially free media further cramp the flow
of information among the elites. A useful counterfactual example would be Li
Ruihuan (not related), son of Li Weihan (a senior CCP leader) and Jin Weiying
(ex-wife of Deng Xiaoping). Li Ruihuan rose rapidly from an engineer to a party
chief in Shenyang (a northwestern megacity), and made his way into alternate CC
member at the 12th Party Congress (1982) within a few years. Unlike Li Xiaopeng,
Li Ruihuan’s unusual track of promotion, also backed by family influence, did not
draw much public attention, as there were no partially free media in China in
the early 1980s. His vote-based rank at the 12th Party Congress was around the
middle.
These out-of-norm behaviors send inauspicious signals to the fellow elites.
Either assuming more personal power and disregarding collective leadership, or
attempting to earn quick promotion with family influence, suggests a challenge to
the political norms. In the zero-sum game of authoritarian politics, these moves
entail potential loss of power for fellow elites. More importantly, the violation of
the norms and rules within the party can change the expectation of other elites, and
endanger the long-term equilibrium of intra-elite cooperation. The party delegates,
70

See http://news.sina.com.cn/c/sz/2016-02-12/doc-ifxpmpqp7574894.shtml.
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therefore, cast their votes of distrust on these potentially threatening candidates,
who might one day rise to more powerful positions and threaten the stability and
survival of the regime as a whole.

5

Conclusion

Media coverage on public oﬃcials has profound political implications. Studies
in democratic context have generated a rich literature linking mass media to
oﬃcials’ political careers, particularly on how, when, and where media might
matter in this process.71 Little, however, is known on the role of oﬃcials’ media
appearances in authoritarian politics. This paper attempts to fill the gap by
suggesting that authoritarian oﬃcials’ appearances in partially free media outlets
also matter in authoritarian regimes. Using candidate-level data from the CCP’s
most recent National Party Congress, we find that senior oﬃcials who are covered
more frequently in partially free commercial newspapers and social media received
less support from their fellow elites. We argue that motivated by newsworthiness,
reporters who are less scrutinized by the state and social media users are more
likely to cover and discuss oﬃcials with out-of-norm activities, which potentially
threaten the power-sharing status quo. Echoing the emerging literature on media
in nondemocracies,72 the results also provide additional empirical underpinnings for
media’s role in helping the authoritarian rulers overcome the imperfect information
problem.
Finally, we must highlight the scope conditions of our findings. First, our
argument is most likely to apply when the power is equally shared among the ruling
elites. The association may not emerge in personalistic dictatorship where an elite’s
political fortune is exclusively determined by an individual leader. Second, while
it is beyond the ambition of this project to examine oﬃcials at all levels of the
71
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For example, see Zaller 1996; Brians and Wattenberg 1996; DellaVigna and Kaplan 2007;
Gentzkow, Shapiro and Sinkinson 2011.
Egorov, Guriev and Sonin 2009; Lorentzen 2014.
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regime, there are good reasons to believe that media publicity might entail diﬀerent
consequences at other levels. For oﬃcials at the grassroots, certain levels of public
attention could be an asset rather than a liability, as oﬃcials vying for promotion
need to stand out among numerous close competitors.73 Many of the incumbent
CCP leaders, in fact, accrued nation-wide reputation at the early stages of their
career, which put them onto the fast track of political advancement.74 Yet as
oﬃcials rise to elite level, when their political fortunes are increasingly determined
by interactions with peer elites, rather than recognition of their superiors, more
publicity, as we discovered in this paper, is a liability. This logic is consistent with
the recent empirical findings that authoritarian regimes employ varying strategies
of political selection at diﬀerent levels.75 We hope our paper will stimulate future
studies and debates that look deeper into how authoritarian elites at other levels
of government process media information.

73
74

Lü and Landry 2014.
For example, Liu Yunshan, the incumbent propaganda chief, won a national journalism award
in 1981(then a low-level journalist of Xinhua News Agency). Since then Liu has become a

75

well-publicized figure.
Lü, Landry and Duan 2014.
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1.1

Appendix
Descriptive Statistics
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Covariates in Baseline Models
Variable Name
People’s Daily (5-year)
Qiushi (5-year)
Southern Metropolis Daily (5-year)
Southern Weekly (5-year)
Beijing News (5-year)
Sina Weibo (1-year, logged)
Female
Ethnic Minority
Jiang Zemin connection
Hu Jintao connection
Xi Jinping connection
College degree
Graduate degree
Age
Times of being elected
Princeling

N

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171

15.895
0.480
8.292
0.257
5.883
2.301
0.146
0.164
0.216
0.181
0.129
0.199
0.760
53.585
1.292
0.035

27.897
0.863
16.760
0.722
14.028
0.909
0.354
0.371
0.413
0.386
0.336
0.400
0.428
3.847
0.528
0.185

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
42
1
0

321
4
148
4
133
4.707
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
63
3
1

1

1.2

Methodology: MCMC Rank Likelihood Estimation

First of all, we allow interdependence of ranks through the rank likelihood.1 Subsequently,
we rank 171 alternate members (i 2 1, ..., 171) with a series of consecutive integers
yi 2 1, ..., 171 according to the oﬃcial rank released by the CCP. The ranks are in
descending order, i.e. y = 1 indicates the one receiving most number of votes.
Then we make three minimal assumptions. First, each ranked member has a unique
latent number of votes yi⇤ . Second, higher latent strength entails higher vote-based rank
(yi⇤ > yj⇤ , yi < yj ). Third, latent number of votes are iid Normal. Afterwards, we
parameterize the latent strength using a linear model, which has unit variance and no
constant:

yi⇤ ⇠ Normal(µi , 1)
µi =

1 x1i

+

2 x2i

+ ... p xpi

In the baseline models, we link observed vote-based ranks to latent strengths by
assuming fully observable vote-based ranks among 171 alternate members. As upper
and lower bounds for each member’s rank are denoted as {yilower , yiupper }, we assume that
yilower = yiupper + 1; in other words. no more than two adjacent ranked members might
have the same level of latent strength.
Finally, we employ Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation to estimate the
model on the vote-ordered rank of 171 alternate members. With MCMC, we are able to
initiate a random walk through the parameter space. As the estimates of draws eventually
converge to the correct posterior distribution, we are able to sample from the Markov
chain, and obtain estimates of interest and their confidence intervals.
⇤
The MCMC estimation proceeds as follows. First, initialize latent strength yi0
for

every alternate member i, in respect of her vote-based rank and tie restrictions. Second,
we compute the starting values of the parameters by estimating a least squares model
1

Hoﬀ 2008.
2

⇤
with the starting latent strengths yi0
and covariates xi (including media appearance data).

Thus we are able to compute the predicted latent strength µi0 =

0 xi .

As the third step,

⇤
in the mth iteration, we use µi0 for a given alternate member i, and draw a new yim
in

respect of all rank, tie, and bound (if necessary) restrictions. The default sampling is
the Gibbs sampler; when it runs into computation diﬃculties if the latent number of
votes lies far away from the bounds, we use the backup Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
(the generalized version of the Gibbs sampler). In order to reach convergence with a
higher eﬃciency, we tune the standard errors of the truncated normal distribution in M-H
algorithm to achieve a close-to-40% acceptance rate. Subsequently, we repeat the second
⇤
step with updated latent numbers of votes yim
and covariates xi , and obtain µim . After

an initial burn-in period, we are able to observe convergences of all yi⇤ and

parameters

in the Markov chains. Therefore, we are able to sample the posterior values of the latent
numbers of votes and parameter from the chains.
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1.3

Additional Robustness Check I: Arbitrary Commercial Media Selection?
Substituting Commercial Papers with Google News Search Volume
Change in Percentage of Rank (comparing to an average member): 1 sd above average count
−40

−20

0

People's Daily

20

40

20

40

●

Qiushi

●

Weibo (logged)

●

Google News (logged)

●

−40

−20

0

95% Bayesian Credible Intervals Included

Figure 1: Alternative measurement of Commercial Papers: Marginal eﬀects of more
reports in People’s Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, higher search volume in Google
News (one-year), and higher popularity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s voting rank.
One reasonable concern on our research design might be that selection of commercial
newspapers. One may argue that we handpick only a few non-representative commercial
media with a liberal flavor. Therefore our findings only reflect a partial landscape of
elite’s media presence in a nonrandom subset of partially free media outlets. While the
three outlets we choose are widely considered as hallmark commercial media with national
influence, and none of the state-sponsored nationalist media (such as Global Times) cover
domestic news, there are indeed a large number of more localized commercial outlets
with smaller national influence.2 Most of those localized papers are tabloids. Known as
“evening news” in China, they rarely cover political news. It would also be logistically
infeasible for us to exhaust alternate member’s media appearances in every major regional
newspaper. Nevertheless, we are able to resort to Google News search, and capture the
overall tendency on alternate members’ appearances in commercial media outlet. Most
Chinese newspapers — even city-level papers — have online digital version by 2010. We
do admit that the search results might also include report in state-controlled media, but
2

Stockmann 2013.
4

as commercial media dwarf state mouthpieces in both number and circulation, and since
we control for the two most influential state mouthpieces, such bias should be a lesser
concern. As Figure 1 demonstrates, our findings are still robust if we substitute major
commercial newspaper with Google News search volume.

5

1.4

Additional Robustness Check II: Sectors and Political Rank?

While we have controlled for known origins of political strengths in the CCP, some may
still contend that media report might be correlated with particular positions or sectors.
This scenario is also improbable. If oﬃcials indeed wanted to increase his publicity,
why would they only resort to commercial media, but not state-controlled outlets (such as
Qiushi )? Most alternate members are at the level of deputy minister/provincial governor
or above, and certainly have the resources and power to influence major state-controlled
media. That said, we include an additional set of control variables in our baseline model
to account for this possibility. In measuring a candidate’s political rank, because most
of them are at the level of deputy minister/provincial governor, we include a dummy
if a candidate is below this level. For a candidate’s segment within the regime, we
including dummies indicating whether the candidate works in the central government,
local government, military, SOEs, or “mass organizations” that are controlled by the state.
As suggested by Figure 2, 3, and 4, results after controlling for these additional factors
remain largely the same to those from the baseline models.
Controlling for Job Types and Ranks (2007−12)
Change in Percentage of Rank (comparing to an average member): 1 sd above average count
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Figure 2: Controlling for political rank and segment: marginal eﬀects of more reports in
People’s Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage in Southern Metropolis
Daily, and higher popularity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s vote-based rank.
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Controlling for Job Types and Ranks (2007−12)
Change in Percentage of Rank (comparing to an average member): 1 sd above average count
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Figure 3: Controlling for political rank and segment: marginal eﬀects of more reports in
People’s Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage in Southern Weekly, and
higher popularity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s vote-based rank.

Controlling for Job Types and Ranks (2007−12)
Change in Percentage of Rank (comparing to an average member): 1 sd above average count
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Figure 4: Controlling for political rank and segment: marginal eﬀects of more reports
in People’s Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage in Beijing News, and
higher popularity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s vote-based rank.
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1.5

Additional Robustness Check III: More than Two Members
Sharing the Same Number of Votes?

While all alternate members are ranked by the order of their ballots in the oﬃcial list,
if multiple members share the same number of votes, the tie-breaker is the numbers of
strokes of the first character in their Simplified Chinese names (in ascending order).3
Existing literature treats alternate members’ ranks as identical, and technically only allow
for a possible tie between two adjacent members.4 Yet one may argue that a larger number
of consecutively ranked members may actually share the same number of votes. In this
case, their ranks are largely meaningless, because they share the same number of votes.
To further substantiate the robustness of our empirical results, we count the number
of strokes of the first Simplified Chinese character in every alternate member’s name,
and identify 21 weakly increasing sequences among 171 members. Bearing the risk of
committing type II error, we regard all members in each sequence as sharing the same
number of votes. Because each tier has over eight members in average, the possible
violation of iid assumption is alleviated. We use ordered probit models to obtain the
estimates. It is worth noting that tiers are decreasing in respect of votes; if one moves up
from tier 1 to tier 2, she receive fewer votes. Therefore, if our results still hold, ordered
probit estimates should show the opposite signs, compared to the marginal eﬀect that we
have illustrated for the Bayesian rank likelihood estimates. As Table 2 demonstrates, our
findings still hold even if we treat all alternate members in the same tier as having the
same amount of votes. The number of oﬃcial’s appearances in Weibo and commercial
media (two out of three) are positively related to the tiers (as higher tier indicate fewer
votes).

3

The rule is explicitly stated in every publicly released list of alternate members of the
CCP Central Committee. For example, see the oﬃcial list of alternate members of the

18th CCP Central Committee http://news.xinhuanet.com/18cpcnc/2012-11/14/c_
4

113690803.htm.
Shih, Adolph and Liu 2012.
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Table 2: What if multiple alternate members share the same number of votes?
Dependent variable: Name-Stroke Tiers (larger number=lower ranks/tiers)
People’s Daily
Qiushi
Southern Metropolis Daily

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.002
(0.003)
0.090
(0.100)
0.010⇤
(0.006)

0.003
(0.003)
0.056
(0.102)
0.012⇤
(0.006)

0.002
(0.003)
0.081
(0.100)

0.004
(0.003)
0.046
(0.102)

0.001
(0.003)
0.091
(0.100)

0.003
(0.003)
0.062
(0.102)

0.386⇤⇤⇤
(0.121)

0.433⇤⇤⇤
(0.123)
0.007
(0.007)
0.390⇤⇤⇤
(0.115)
0.158
(0.247)
0.849⇤⇤⇤
(0.263)
0.368
(0.461)
0.029
(0.027)
0.190
(1.448)
0.250
(0.503)
0.144
(0.492)
0.106
(0.227)
0.073
(0.208)
0.217
(0.253)
0.064
(0.168)
Yes

Southern Weekly
Beijing News
Weibo
Female
Ethnic Minority
Princeling
Age
Party Experience
College Degree
Graduate Degree
Hu Jintao Faction
Jiang Zemin Faction
Xi Jinping Faction
Number of Elected Times
Position and Rank Controls
Observations

0.332⇤⇤⇤
(0.112)
0.066
(0.238)
0.933⇤⇤⇤
(0.240)
0.383
(0.456)
0.033
(0.026)
0.691
(1.349)
0.152
(0.472)
0.067
(0.456)
0.109
(0.221)
0.017
(0.208)
0.035
(0.237)
0.041
(0.164)
No

0.356⇤⇤⇤
(0.115)
0.165
(0.247)
0.836⇤⇤⇤
(0.263)
0.356
(0.460)
0.034
(0.027)
0.275
(1.445)
0.368
(0.494)
0.279
(0.487)
0.120
(0.227)
0.036
(0.209)
0.224
(0.253)
0.111
(0.170)
Yes

0.330⇤⇤⇤
(0.108)
0.143
(0.239)
0.887⇤⇤⇤
(0.241)
0.299
(0.458)
0.036
(0.026)
0.811
(1.341)
0.024
(0.453)
0.101
(0.433)
0.120
(0.221)
0.060
(0.206)
0.069
(0.237)
0.040
(0.161)
No

0.369⇤⇤⇤
(0.111)
0.264
(0.249)
0.742⇤⇤⇤
(0.265)
0.272
(0.462)
0.040
(0.027)
0.429
(1.445)
0.184
(0.471)
0.106
(0.461)
0.132
(0.227)
0.082
(0.208)
0.295
(0.254)
0.099
(0.166)
Yes

0.006
(0.007)
0.363⇤⇤⇤
(0.111)
0.062
(0.238)
0.945⇤⇤⇤
(0.241)
0.378
(0.459)
0.029
(0.026)
0.542
(1.356)
0.063
(0.481)
0.034
(0.462)
0.108
(0.221)
0.051
(0.206)
0.034
(0.238)
0.003
(0.162)
No

171

171

171

171

171

Note:

⇤

9

p<0.1;

⇤⇤

p<0.05;

171
⇤⇤⇤

p<0.01

1.6

Additional Robustness Check IV: Coastal Bias?

Unsurprisingly, most commercialized papers in China are based in more developed coastal
cities, where advertisers and readers cluster. Allegedly, commercial papers’ locations
might cause a “coastal bias” in their reporting; those market-oriented papers are more
likely to cover political elites who are governing coastal cities or provinces. To account for
this concern, we construct a continuous measure of alternate members’ spells in coastal
areas during the 5-year interim, which ranges from 0 to 1.
After controlling for one’s spell in coastal regions, as Figure 5, 6, and 7 demonstrate,
appearances in commercial and social media are still negatively associated with number
of ballots an alternate member receives across all specifications. The marginal eﬀect of
spell in coastal areas is small and not significant.
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Change in Percentage of Rank (comparing to an average member): 1 sd above average count
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Figure 5: Controlling for the coastal bias: marginal eﬀects of more reports in People’s
Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage in Southern Metropolis Daily, and
higher popularity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s vote-based rank.
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Figure 6: Controlling for the coastal bias: marginal eﬀects of more reports in People’s
Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage in Southern Weekly, and higher
popularity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s vote-based rank.
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Figure 7: Controlling for the coastal bias: marginal eﬀects of more reports in People’s
Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage in Beijing News, and higher
popularity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s vote-based rank.
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1.7

Additional Plots
Change in Percentage of Rank (comparing to an average member): 1 sd above average count
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Above: baseline results; Below: results corrected for potential rank manipulations (95% Bayesian Credible Intervals Included)

Figure 8: Manipulation assumption: marginal eﬀects of more reports in People’s Daily,
more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage in Southern Metropolis Daily, and higher
popularity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s voting rank.
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Above: baseline results; Below: results corrected for potential rank manipulations (95% Bayesian Credible Intervals Included)

Figure 9: Manipulation assumption: marginal eﬀects of more reports in People’s Daily,
more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage in Beijing News, and higher popularity
on Weibo, on an alternate member’s voting rank.
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Figure 10: Heatmap of appearances in various media, alternate members in the 17th CCP
Central Committee (ranked from top to bottom according to descending order of ballots).
Darker band suggests more mentions.
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1.8

Memorandum on Data Collection and Measurements

Appearances of alternate members in People’s Daily and Qiushi are collected on their own
websites. Appearances of alternate members in three commercial newspapers (Southern
Metropolis Daily, Southern Weekly, and Beijing News) are counted based on search
inquiries in WiseSearch newspaper database. We double check each entry manually.
Both Southern Metropolis Daily and Beijing News devote dozens of pages covering
local news in Guangdong and Beijing respectively. Therefore, local oﬃcials in Guangdong
or Beijing tend to appear much more frequently in corresponding paper. In order to
mitigate this bias, we substitute Guangdong oﬃcials’ appearances in Southern Metropolis
Daily with the counts in Beijing News, and vice versa.
It is noteworthy that some alternate members happen to have a common name in
Chinese, or share a same name with other celebrities. In the case of print media, we
confirm each name appearance case by case to ensure we are not conflating the results
for alternate members with that of some other persons. Such strategy is infeasible in the
case of Weibo, where certain names have been mentioned tens of thousands of times in
our database. Hence, we combine the name of the alternate members with other search
criteria, such as the keywords of his or her job title, in our search to minimize potential
bias.
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